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Abstract: Peer-to-peer systems are useful tools for music applications. Existing peer-to-peer systems
support the storing and sharing of music data, however they cannot effectively and efficiently support
the content-based information retrieval and the cooperation of musicians. This study focuses on the
methods of content-based music information retrieval in peer-to-peer environments. Four music
information retrieval schemes are evaluated in detail on communication cost, retrieval time, update
complexity and robustness. Peers-peers-coordinator scheme is found to be the best one from theoretical
analysis and simulated experiments. Also, an algorithm is designed for an implementation of the
peers-peers-coordinator scheme and a simple but effective method is brought forward to filter out the
replica in the final results. The results of simulated experiments show the efficiency of the algorithm.
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music to your computer. This example shows that
content-based information retrieval in P2P systems is
very important for music applications.

INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems have been greatly successful
in facilitating storage and exchange of huge volumes of
data since their scalability, fault-tolerance and
self-organizing nature. In some P2P based data systems,
such as Kazaa, music data is commonly a large part of its
contents. This calls for techniques that provide users the
abilities to store music data safely and retrieve music
data quickly and accurately.
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Fig. 1: A Sample Melody
Example 3: In a music community, the computers of
composers, conductors, violinists, pianists, organists and
so on, are connected to establish a peer-to-peer system.
In this P2P system, many tasks, such as the creation of a
huge opera, should be cooperated by several musicians
together via the P2P network. Each musician could
compose his part and communicate with others and then
send his work to a certain musician who is responsible to
combining all the parts into the final opera. When a
composer is working on a symphony, he can use an
organist’s computer to tune various music instruments
and use a pianist’s computer to synthesize the symphony
and use his own computer to test the symphony. This
example shows the role of P2P in the cooperation of
musicians.
From the examples above, it can be seen that P2P
systems are useful tools for music applications and the
P2P systems used in music applications must be have
abilities of supporting storing and sharing of music data,
content-based information retrieval and cooperation of
musicians.
Although existing P2P systems support the storing and
sharing of music data, but they can not effectively and
efficiently support the content-based information
retrieval and the cooperation of musicians. Thus,
existing P2P systems are not suitable to music
applications. The purpose of our research is to create a

Example 1: Imagine an Internet-scale P2P music system
that consists of peers ranging from desktops behind
modem lines to powerful servers connected to the
Internet through high-bandwidth lines. Each peer shares
some resources with other peers, such as music data and
portion of storage, for the common good of everyone.
Peers in music system can interchange music data and
other information. A user, for example, can store and
publish a piece of music in the system without
specifying its exact location. Also, he or she can search
the whole system for a piece of music, for example, the
piece of music titled as “My Sun”. This example shows
the role of P2P in storing and sharing of music data.
Example 2: Suppose that you are sitting before your
computer connecting to a P2P music system. You
suddenly hear a song. It’s the best song you have heard
for a long time, but you missed the announcement and
don’t recognize the artist. Wouldn’t it be nice if you
could hum a melody you remembered, e.g. the melody
showed in Fig. 1, or push a few keys on your keyboard
and a few seconds later the P2P system would tell you
the name of the artist and the title of the music you’re
listening to? Perhaps the system even sends this piece of
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P2P music system that has the three abilities above and
supports most of music applications. In the rest of the
study, CBP2PMIR is used to express content-based
music information retrieval in P2P environments.
There has been a considerable amount of work on
content-based information retrieval for music data in
non-P2P environments. A variety of results were gained
in symbolic music information retrieval (MIR), which is
music information retrieval on music events, such as
MIDI data [1, 2, 5, 6]. Other works focused on acoustic
MIR, which is music information retrieval on music
digital signals, such as WAV format [3, 4, 7]. Most of the
previous research work on content-based music
information retrieval is not related to P2P environments.
Also, they cannot be directly applied to P2P systems.
Many P2P systems have been developed. They can be
divided into three classes. One is centralized, such as
Napster. The second one is decentralized, such as
Gnutella. The third one is hybrid that combines the
advantages of centralized and decentralized systems,
such as Kazaa and Morpheus. All the P2P systems are
identifier or keyword based rather than content based.
They can hardly process music queries, such as a melody
hummed.
Four schemes of CBP2PMIR are proposed in our
previous conference studies [9] and the query processing
methods in each one are also presented in it. The first
two schemes are centralized. The third one is distributed.
And the last one is hybrid.
The proposed four schemes have some common features.
First, music resource is dispersed over the whole system.
Second, music data is transferred directly from one peer
to another. Finally, the systems behave in ad-hoc manner,
that is, any peer can moves in to and moves out of the
P2P system freely. The performance of the schemes is
different in term of communication cost, robustness and
information retrieval time. Also, it should be evaluated
so that the best scheme can be selected.
Assumptions and Parameters: The key problem of
CBP2PMIR is an optimization problem, that is,
developing a music retrieval algorithm so that COMM
and TIME are minimized under the constrain condition
RTN ≥ n, where COMM is the communication cost and
TIME is the time of processing a music query Q and RTN
is the number of music files in query result.
Parameters used in the following evaluation are defined
in Table 1. In the rest of the study, R and N are used to
denote the set of nonnegative real numbers and the set of
positive integers respectively.

Pidi is the network identifier of the ith peer, Midij is the
identifier of the jth music file in the ith peer, Mfij is the
feature of the jth music file in the ith peer and Cf is
a music feature-matching function, that is, Cf: Mf ×
Mf →RANK, where Mf is the set of music features and
RANK⊆[0, 1] is a set of real numbers.. The third is the
set of the user’s downloading requests, {(the network
identifier of the querying peer, the network identifier of a
destination peer, the identifier of a selected music file)},
transferred from querying peers to destination peers. The
last is the music files downloaded.
From the description of the querying processes in the
four music information retrieval schemes in [9] and the
parameters in Table 1, we can easily derive the
communication cost of each scheme. Due to the
limitation of the paper length, we ignore the deriving
process here and only give the results in Table 2.
Please note that t' ≤ t，and (w + w2 + . . . + wd)≤W when
the number of peers in a system is sufficiently large.
Lemma 1: The COMM of PsC is less than that of PsC+.
Proof: The result follows from Table 2.
Lemma 2: When the number of peers in a system is
sufficiently large, the COMM of PsPs is less than that of
PsC.
Proof: Since the number of peers is sufficiently large (W
→∞), t→∞. Because of w, d, q and re being all constants,
w+w2+. . .+wd-1 is also a constant and there is an upper
bound for t'. Thus, [(w+w2+. . .+wd-1)×q]/(re×t)→0,
1-[(w+w2+. . .+wd-1) ×q]/(re×t) → 1 and furthermore
t'/t≤1-[(w+w2+. . .+wd-1)×q]/(re×t). Finally, we have
(w+w2+. . .+wd)×q +t'×re+n×q'+n×m ≤ t × re + q + n ×
q' + n × m, that is, the COMM of PsPs is less than that of
PsC.
Lemma 3: The COMM of PsPsC is not more than that of
PsPs.
Proof: It only needs to show that when the query results
are the same in PsPsC and PsPs schemes and user selects
all files from the merged results, the COMM of PsPsC is
not more than that of PsPs. Since user selects all files
from the merged results in both schemes, the number of
music files satisfying the user’s query in PsPs is equal to
that in PsPsC when the final results in the two schemes
are the same, i.e. t' = t''.
According to definition of PsPsC scheme, Cas in PsPsC,
a data structure in the coordinator for accelerating the
information retrieval process, can accelerate music
information retrieving by locating the retrieving to some
but not all peers on which there are more music files
matching user’s query. Let Hit be the ratio of the number

Communication Cost: In each scheme, the
communication cost consists of four parts. The first part
is the music feature Qf transferred from the querying
peer to the coordinator or other peers. The second is the
results, {(Pidi, Midij, Cf(Qf, Mfij))}, transferred from the
coordinator or other peers to the querying peer, where
370
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Table 1: Definitions of Parameters
Parameter Name
Definition
q=2spid+sqf
Spid is size, in bytes, of peer id, sqf is size, in bytes, of the music
feature extracted from a user’s query Q
re=2spid+smid+r
Spid is size, in bytes, of peer id, smid is size, in bytes, of a music file’s
id and r is size, in bytes, of the matching value between this file and Q
t
Number of music files satisfying Q
n
Number of music files a user selects
q'=2spid+mid
Spid is size, in bytes, of peer id and smid is size, in bytes, of a music
file’s id
m
Average size, in bytes, of music files
W
Number of peers in P2P system
w
Width of the system
d
Depth of the system
Number of files satisfying Q
t'
W'
Number of peers satisfying Q
t''
Number of files satisfying Q
Table 2: Communication Cost of Each Scheme
Part
PsC
PsC+
1
q
W×q
2
t × re
t × re
3
n × q'
n × q'
4
n×m
n×m
COMM
q + t × re+
q ×W + t × re+
n × q' + n × m
n × q' + n × m
of files satisfying user’s query to the number of peers
involved in the processing of user’s query. Hit in PsPsC
scheme is higher than Hit in PsPs scheme. That means
t''/W' ≥ t'/(w + w2 + . . . + wd). Thus W' ≤ (w + w2 + . . .+
wd) and W' × q + t'' × re+ n × q' + n ×m ≤ (w +w2
+. . .+wd)×q +t' ×re+n×q' +n×m, that is, the COMM of
PsPsC is not more than that of PsPs.
Theorem 1: When the number of peers in the system is
sufficiently large, the COMM of PsPsC is the least.
Proof: The result follows from Lemmas 1, 2, and 3.
Retrieval Time: The retrieval time of each scheme is
composed by three parts. The first part is the time for
computation, i.e. the time used for feature-matching.
The second part is the time used to merge the local
results from the peers and to sort the final results. The
last part is the time used for communication that has
been discussed in the above text. Thus we will consider
the time for computation, merging and sorting here.
The retrieval time of each scheme is listed in Table 3,
where Ai = {(Mfij, Cf(Qf, Mfij)) | j∈N} is the set of
features of music files stored on the ith peer, A = {(Mfij,
Cf(Qf, Mfij)) | i, j∈N} =∑ i∈N Ai is the set of features of
all music files stored in a whole P2P system, T(Ai) is the
time for computing and sorting Cf(Qf, Mfij) of Ai, T(A) is
the time for computing and sorting Cf(Qf, Mfij) of A, M{t}
is the time for merging the result of t files and M{t'} and
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PsPs
(w + w2 + . . . + wd) ×q
t' × re
n × q'
n×m
(w + w2 + . . .+wd)×q+
t' × re + n × q' + n ×m

Scope of Application
all schemes
all schemes
PsC, PsC+
all schemes
all schemes
all schemes
all schemes
PsPs, PsPsC
PsPs, PsPsC
PsPs
PsPsC
PsPsC

PsPsC
W' × q
t'' × re
n × q'
n×m
W'×q + t''×re+
n × q' + n × m

M{t''} are similar to M{t}.
It is obvious that the TIME of PsC is more than others.
Because W' ≤ W, M{t''} ≤ M{t}, the TIME of PsPsC is
less than the TIME of PsC+. Because W' ≤ (w + w2 + . . .
+ wd) when t'' = t' from Lemma 3, the time for computing
and merging in PsPs is more than max{T(Ai)} + M{t''},
that is, the TIME of PsPsC is less than the TIME of PsPs.
Thus the TIME of PsPsC is the least.
Update Complexity and Robustness: The update in a
P2P system includes music file update on a peer and peer
moving in to or moving out of the P2P system.
In PsC scheme, a peer sends its network identifier and
the features of its shared music pieces to the coordinator
when it moves in to the P2P system. The information of
the peer should be deleted from the coordinator when it
moves out of the P2P system. The information of a
document should be added into or deleted from the
coordinator when it is added into or deleted from the
shared music set of a peer.
In PsC+ scheme, the network identifier of a peer is saved
in the coordinator when it moves in to the P2P system.
The information should be deleted from the coordinator
when it moves out of the P2P system. In PsPs scheme,
the network identifier of a peer is saved in its neighbor
peers when the peer moves in to the P2P system. When
the peer moves out of the P2P system, its information
should be deleted from its neighbor peers. Document
update of a peer in these two schemes has no effect on
other peers.
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Table 3: Retrieval Time of Each Scheme
Part
PsC
PsC+
Computation time
T(A)
max{T(Ai)}
Merge time
—
M{t}
TIME
T(A)
max{T(Ai)}+M{t}
Remark
—
i = 1, . . .,W

PsPs
max{T(Ai)}
M{t'}
max{T(Ai)} +M{t'}
i = 1, . . . , (w + w2 + . . . + wd)

In PsPsC scheme, the network identifier of a peer is
saved in the coordinator and its neighbor peers when it
moves in to a P2P system. Also, the statistic of the shared
music files of the peer is saved in the coordinator. When
the peer moves out of the P2P system, the information is
deleted from the coordinator and its neighbor peers.
After a piece of music is added into or deleted from the
shared music set of a peer, the corresponding statistic
saved in the coordinator should be updated if the
difference between the new statistic and the old one is
more than a value specified by the system.
In conclusion, when a peer moves in to or moves out of a
P2P system, the update cost of PsC+ scheme is smallest,
the update cost of PsPs scheme is smaller than the update
costs of PsPsC scheme and PsC scheme. When music
files are updated on a peer, the update costs of PsC+ and
PsPs scheme are all smallest, the update cost of PsC
scheme is largest and the update cost of PsPsC scheme is
between them.
In PsC and PsC+ schemes, the coordinator is easily
overloaded and becomes the bottleneck of the whole
system. P2P systems constructed by these schemes have
weak robustness. For example, if the coordinator is
attacked by denial of service from a malicious peer, the
system can be failed. Inversely, PsPs scheme has strong
robustness because it is fully distributed. However the
number of messages sent by peers in the scheme is
numerous. The communication cost of PsPs scheme is
high. PsPsC is a hybrid system that takes the advantages
of PsC, PsC+ and PsPs schemes. It can continue working
via neighbor peers when there is something wrong with
the coordinator. PsPsC scheme has strong robustness.

PsPsC
max{T(Ai)}
M{t''}
max{T(Ai)}+M{t''}
i = 1, . . .,W'

previously. The features of the queries are 0.2, 0.25, 0.3,
0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85
and 0.9. The parameters spid=4bytes, sqf=8bytes,
smid=4bytes, r=8bytes, so q=16bytes and re=20bytes.
The experimental results are shown in Table 4. In the
table, each retrieval time is the average value of retrieval
times of the 15 queries. The retrieval time of a query is
the elapsed time from the time of the query being
submitted by a user to the time of the query result being
sent to the user.
The retrieval time in PsC scheme is very long because
the comparison of all documents with the query and the
sorting of results are performed in the coordinator. When
the computation is dispersed over the peers, retrieval
time comes down as in PsC+ scheme. If there are some
indices in the coordinator, the retrieval time used in PsC
and PsC+ schemes will be shorter. The retrieval time in
PsPs scheme is short, but the query result may be lost
because that some peers may not be searched during the
query processing. Time used in PsPsC scheme is the
smallest because the query is processed approximately
and computation is performed in distributed manner.
If a user only needs approximate answer, PsPsC scheme
is the best selection. In this scheme, if the coordinator
failed, the system can still run in PsPs scheme whose
performance is still very high. If a user needs exact
answer, PsC+ is a good selection.

Performance Evaluation of Schemes: From the above
comparison, PsPsC scheme is better than others in terms
of communication cost, retrieval time and robustness
except its update performance being lower in some cases.
Thereby our CBP2PMIR system is developed in the light
of this scheme.
In order to compare the performance of the four schemes,
a simulator, which simulates P2P systems of 10,000
PIII/600 personal computers, is first created. Then, four
sets of music files with sizes of 1,268,870, 3,169,806,
5,073,459 and 6,341,780 are respectively used. Each set
is generated by all the peers each of which randomly
generates one of its subsets based on different mean and
standard deviation between 0 and 1 under the normal
distribution. Finally we run 15 queries on the four sets in
four music information retrieval schemes mentioned
372

Implementation of PSPSC Scheme: In a P2P
environment, there are usually a lot of music files similar
to a query submitted by a user. However, the user often
wants a portion of the whole similar music files.
Therefore, approximate query processing is very
common for music information retrieval in P2P
environments and then PsPsC scheme is very important.
In this study, an implementation of PsPsC scheme is also
proposed. Two key problems are considered. The first
problem is how to find the set of destination-like peers.
In a P2P data system, a peer is called a destination-like
peer of a query if there are perhaps lots of music files
similar to the query on the peer. The second problem is
how to filter out the repeated music files. In the
following discussion, PNIopt represents the set of
destination-like peers, each element in which is the
network identifier of a destination-like peer.
In music theory, an interval is the difference in pitch
between the current note and the previous note. The unit
of interval used in this study is semitone. For example,
the interval between "do" and "re" is 2 semitones, while
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Table 4: Average Retrieval Time in Each Scheme in a Simulator (Seconds)
Number of docs
PsC
PsC+
1,268,870
19.1769
1.0280
3,169,806
47.9910
2.6715
5,073,459
78.3206
3.9243
6,341,780
99.1541
6.5202
the interval between "re" and "mi" is 1 semitone. A
sequence of intervals can be used to represent a melody.
For example, the sequence of interval of the melody in
Fig. 1 is (5 1 2 -2 -1 -2 2). Also, a sequence of intervals
can be used to represent a piece of music because a
monophonic melody can be extracted from a piece of
music [8].

v

(3).

ij

PsPsC
0.0256
0.0319
0.0461
0.0526

=S.

i , j =1

{Sij |i, j = 1, . . . , v} is called a partition of S and (a0,
a1, . . . , av, b0, b1, . . . , bv) is called the partitioning
sequence.
Definition 5: S(k,h) is called the expanding set of (k, h), if
(k, h) is the feature of d interval of a certain music set,
S(k,h)={(a,b) | a∈[max(k-α, 0), min(k+α, 1)], b∈[max(k-β,
0), min(k+β, 1)]}⊆S, where α, β∈[0, 1]. Then α is called
the expanding factor on mean, β is called the expanding
factor on standard deviation.

Definition 1: Let d be a positive integer. For a piece of
music whose sequence of intervals is Seq = (i1i2 . . . ij . . .
iNsum), 1 ≤ j ≤ Nsum, ij is an interval value, Nsum is the
number of all intervals in Seq. Let Nd be the number of
intervals whose absolute values are not less than d, Ratd
= Nd/Nsum is called the ratio of d interval of the piece of
music.
Let d be 2, the ratio of d interval of the melody in Fig. 1
is 0.71. When d is given in a P2P system, Ratd can be
abbreviated to Rat. For two pieces of music m1 and m2,
Ratm1 and Ratm2 are respectively the ratios of d interval
of m1 and m2. Let offset be a small positive number, m1 is
called similar to m2 if |Ratm1-Ratm2|<offset, that is,
Ratm1 is close enough to Ratm2.

Definition 6: Supposing that E⊆S, {Sij | i, j = 1, . . . , v} is
a partition of S, G⊆{Sij | i, j = 1, . . . , v}, G is called the
minimal overlay of E if (1) E⊆ U S ' ; (2)G'⊆G,
S '∈G

E⊆

U S ' ⇔G' = G.
S '∈G '

Definition 2: Let d be a given positive integer. For a set
of music files, if a variable Rd is used to denote the ratio
of d interval of each piece of music in the set, (a, b) is
called the feature of d interval of this set, where (1) a is
the mean of Rd; (2) b is the standard deviation of Rd. It is
obvious that 0 ≤ a, b ≤ 1.
Definition 3: Let d be a given positive integer. S = {(a, b)
| 0≤a, b≤1} is called the space of d interval features,
where (a, b)∈S if and only if (a, b) is the feature of d
interval of a certain music set.
Definition 4: Given 0≤ am, bn≤1 (m, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , v),
a0 = 0 < a1 < a2 < . . . < av-1 < av = 1 and b0 = 0 < b1 < b2
< . . . < bv-1 < bv = 1, S is partitioned by these points into
v2 subspaces that are denoted by Sij, where

Definition 7: S = {(a, b) | 0≤ a, b≤1} is the space of d
interval features, {Smn | m, n = 1, . . . , v} is a partition of
S. In the PsPsC scheme, the mapping f:{Pidi}→{Smn} is
called a partition mapping, if f(Pidi)=Smn⇔ (ai, bi)∈Smn,
where (ai, bi) is the feature of d interval of the shared
music set on the ith peer.
Please note that the shared music files on a peer may
have more than one feature of d interval. For example,
the shared music files on a peer can be clustered into
several sets and then one feature of d interval can be
extracted from each set. To simplify the discussion of the
implementation, a peer only corresponds to one feature
of d interval in this section, that is, a peer only
corresponds to one set of music files. But it can be
extended to be suitable for other environments.
In the rest of this study, ff(Smn) is used to denote the set
{Pidi | f(Pidi)=Smn, i∈N}. An implementation of Cas, the
data structure in the coordinator, is {ff(Smn)| m, n = 1, . . . ,
v}.

(1). Sij ≠ Φ, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ v,
Sij = {(a, b)| ai-1 ≤ a < ai, bj-1 ≤ b < bj}, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ (v - 1);
Sij = {(a, b)| ai-1≤a≤ ai, bj-1 ≤ b< bj}, i = v, 1 ≤ j ≤ (v-1);
Sij = {(a, b)| ai-1 ≤ a < ai, bj-1 ≤ b ≤ bj}, 1 ≤ i ≤ (v - 1), j
= v;
Sij = {(a, b)| ai-1 ≤ a ≤ ai, bj-1 ≤ b ≤ bj}, i = j = v;
(2).

US

PsPs
0.0973
0.1670
0.2304
0.2831

The Algorithm to Find PNIopt: Given parameters d,
partitioning sequence, expanding factors α and β, the
algorithm to find PNIopt can be described as follows.
Input: a music query Q, which is a piece of music, a song
sung, or a melody hummed.

Si1 j1 ∩ Si2 j2 =Φ, 1≤ i1, i2, j1, j2 ≤ v, i1 ≠ i2 or j1 ≠ j2;
373
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Output: the set of destination-like peers PNIopt.
Steps:
*
*

*

*
*
*

Some simulated experiments are designed to show the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm. In order to measure
the experimental results, the following concepts are
introduced.

Extract the sequence of intervals of Q;
Compute RatQ - the ratio of d interval of Q. Please
note that RatQ is considered as Qf in this
implementation of PsPsC scheme, that is,
Pf(Q)=Qf=RatQ, where Pf denotes the operation of
computing the ratio of d interval of Q from the
sequence of intervals of Q;
Compute Qps=Stati({Q})=(aQ, bQ), where Stati( )
is the operation of computing the feature of d
interval of a set of music files. Obviously aQ = RatQ,
bQ = 0;
Compute S(aQ,bQ), - the expanding set of Qps;
Compute G - the minimal overlay of S(aQ,bQ),
G⊆{Smn | m, n = 1, . . . , v};
Compute PNIopt
=

U
S '∈G

*

RESULTS

ff ( S ') =

U {Pid

i

S '∈G

Definition 8: Supposing that Q is the input query, Clist
is the set of network identifiers of all peers and PNIopt ⊆
CList is the output,

PR =

PNI opt
Clist

is called peer-ratio, which represents the percentage of
destination-like peers in all peers.

| f ( Pid i ) = S ', i ∈ N }

Definition 9: Given a value of offset, the following ratio
is called hit-ratio

= {Pidi | f(Pidi)∈G, i∈N};
Return PNIopt.

HR =

PNIopt can be refined by tuning partitioning sequence, v,
α and β.

∑

Phi

∑

Phi

i∈PNI opt

,

i∈Clist

Filtering Method: In the implementation of PsPsC
scheme, the coordinator sends PNIopt to the querying
peer. The querying peer sends RatQ, the feature of the
music query, to these destination-like peers. Each
destination-like peer, say the kth peer, returns the local
result, that is, Pidk and {( Mfkj, Cf(RatQ, Mfkj)) | Cf(RatQ,
Mfkj)<offset, j∈N}, to the querying peer, where offset is
the matching condition given by the user. The querying
peer receives all results, sorts them and exhibits them to
the user. Repeated copies of a version of a piece of music
stored in different peers may be returned. Thus, it is
important to filter out the redundant music files in the
result shown to the user.
In this study a simple and effective method is presented
to filter out the repetitions in the results. Music files with
the same content perhaps have different names in
different peers, but they have the same sizes and usually
have the same timestamps (the date and time attributes
of files). So the sizes or the timestamps of music files
with equal matching values can be used to judge whether
these files are repeated. Usually the size of file is enough
for the job.
Let the format of the result be Pidk and {(Mfkj, Fskj,
Cf(RatQ, Mfkj)) | Cf(RatQ, Mfkj)<offset, j∈N}, where Fskj
is the size of the jth similar music file in the kth
destination-like peer. During the merging and sorting of
results from destination-like peers, if the querying peer
finds some music files with the same matching values, it
compares their sizes and then deletes the replica when
they are the same.

where Phi={Midij | Cf(Qf, Mfij)<offset, j∈N} = {Midij |
|RatQ - RatMidij| < offset, j∈N}. HR represents the
percentage of the number of music files similar to Q in
PNIopt to the number of all music files similar to Q in the
whole P2P system.
Definition 10: The ratio of HR to PR is called
accelerating-ratio

η=

HR
.
PR

η represents the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
The following experiments are made in our simulator
with 6,341,780 music files. The 15 queries mentioned
previously are also processed in the simulator. The
parameter v is set to 5 and the partitioning sequence (a0,
a1, . . ., av, b0, b1, . . . , bv) is altered from a0 = 0 < a1 < a2
< . . . < av-1 < av = 1, b0 = 0 < b1 < b2 < . . . < bv-1 < bv = 1
to 0 ≤ a0 < a1 < a2 < . . . < av-1 < av ≤ 1, 0 ≤ b0 < b1 < b2
< . . . < bv-1 < bv ≤ 1, 0 ≤ ax, by ≤ 1, x, y = 0, 1, 2, . . . , v,
where a0, av, b0 and bv are determined by the experiment
data. Different expanding factors α and β are selected to
test the different effects. Then the averages of PR, HR
and η are computed and shown as follows.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between average HR and
offset at different expanding factors. When α increases,
HR increases because more peers are searched for
similar music to Q. The same is true of β. When offset
increases, HR decreases. It is better to keep offset within
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approximate queries and PsC+ is best for exact queries.
After that, an implementation of PsPsC scheme is
presented. Based on some useful concepts, an algorithm
is designed to find the destination-like peers. A simple
yet effective algorithm is also given to filter out the
replica in the final results. Experiments show that these
algorithms are very efficient.
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